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RYBAT TYPIC AMVEE ANFAUNA

1. AMVEE-2 GIVEN PERIOD 22-24 NOV REST UP AFTER BEING VERY ILL DURING SEA PORTION MARITIME EXFIL PLUS SUFFERING WHAT APPEARS BE MALNUTRITION FROM PRE-EXFIL PERIOD. DEBRIEFING COMMENCED 25 NOV WITH PURPOSE GET NUTS AND BOLTS DETAILS ALL PHASES AMVEE OP FROM 61 ORIGINS TO PRESENT. FOR THIS PURPOSE USING RAYMOND P. DECONBAR (D) AS DEBRIEFER SINCE HE FULLY UNBRIEFED AMVEE CASE AND NOTED FOR ATTENTION DETAIL.

2. OUR INITIAL ASSESSMENT A-2 IS HE VERY SERIOUS, MODEST. OBJECTIVE PERSONALITY WHO HAS DEVELOPED HIGH SENSE LOYALTY TO KUBARE AS RESULT KNOWING KUBARK VIA OWL AND VICARIOSLY TRU AMVEE-1 TRIPS TO OUTSIDE. WHEN TOLD THAT FOR OGS SECURITY REASONS WE MUST HAVE FULLEST CONTROL AND KNOWLEDGE AMVEE OP, HE VOLUNTARILY AGREED WORK ON HIS OWN AFTER MORNING DEBRIEFING SESSIONS TYPING UP TARGET PERSONALITY DATA QUESTIONNAIRE ANSWERS ON ALL OGS AND PERSONAL CONTACT HAVANA. DEBRIEFING INITIATED WITH DETAILED PRO DEBRIEFING ON A-2 AND STUDY AMVEE INSTALLATION AND PERSONNEL. A-2 CURRENTLY PREPARING FLOOR PLAN AND EXTERIOR DIAGRAMS AMVEE AND OTHER EMBASSIES ALONG WITH AREA.
ALL PERSONS DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY INVOLVED ANWEE-1.

3. DURING DEBRIEFING ON EMBASSY A-2 REPORTED HE HAS NEVER BEEN ACHIEVABLE Spot Much Rumored Mobile Surveillance or Pedestrian Surveillance Vicinity Him or Other Embassies With Exception Some Which Have Militia Guards Posted. Has Watched for Lengthy Periods From Seventh Floor Apartment Embassy Officer Adjacent ANWEE Embassy But Unable See Anything Indicating Surveillance. Assumes If Regular Surveillance Is Maintained on Western Embassies Must Be From Cover of Buildings.

4. Stated Had Never Heard Even Semi-Factual Statement From Any Reliable Source That There Clandestine Transmitters Western Embassies Although He Personally Suspects Smoothers Have Transmitter Since Has Noted Unusual Antenna Atop Smoother Embassy Which Not Television Antenna and Too Large For Normal Receiver Needs. Has Seen What Are Obviously Transmitter Antennae Atop Some Iron Curtain Embassies.

5. It A-2 Personal Opinion He Fooled ANFAUNA-14 Into Believing He Insignificant Cutout and Servant of ANWEE-4. He Does Not Believe ANFAUNA-1 Painted Him As Important Figure When He Introduced A-2 To ANFAUNA-14, Since During 16 Oct Meeting A-14 Did Not Beseech A-2 To Help Her and Did Not Treat Him As Though He Were Someone In Position Give Her Sound Advice. During Exfil On Boats and While Waiting on Islands He Too Sick Engage in Any Conversation With Her Involving Their Relationship in Cuba.